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Robert Doisneau, La diagonale dei gradini, Paris 1950

public space and the city



in the XX century there have been a lot of attempts in 
redefining the cityscape and relation between architecture 
and the city 

most of them were focused on the definition of the form 
and the rules of a new urban structure; 

but none of them really succeeded in the definition of the 
form and the role of the public space  which in most of 
the cases was just a result



Clear structure
Does the clarity of modern cities reduce the attractivity of public domain?

Complex structure
Does the complexity of urban structures of the historical cities encourage social 
behaviours?



City hetereogenity
Do the changes of scale typical of the historic city create a variety of situation 
that enrich the everyday experience of urban space?

City homogeneity
Does the uniformity of modern city and its lack of exception create disaffection 
toward the common domain? 



Functional mixitè
Do the historic cities encourage the mixitè of programs? 
Do the historic cities encourage creative behaviours?

Functional organization
Do the modern cities, based on rigid functional division and lack of unprogrammed 
spaces, prevent unexpected experiences of the public space?



what is public space?

Gianni Berengo 
Gardin, Piazza San 
Marco, Venezia, 1959 



a space that is common and shared

a space that is open and accessible to everyone

a space that can be used and interpreted in different 
ways 

a space where the collectivity can find and recognize its 
own identity



public space and democracy

Leonard Freed, Roma, 2000



“I am convinced that one of the democracy’s distinctive 
feature is the scope and the richness of its public space, 
where the democratic freedom par excellence - which is 
to share with other citizens ways to evaluate and propose 
different and conflicting solutions to collective problems - 
can be carried out.
From this point of view, public space is not only an 
institutional space but a real social space”

Salvatore Veca, Public space for ideas, Sole 24 ore, 2016



public space and multiculturality



“The diffusion of open, inviting and welcoming public 
spaces, that all the different urban citizens are willing to 
use regularly and to share, consciously and voluntarily, 
are truly important as the melting, which is necessary for a 
mutual comprehension and coexistence, can be only the 
result of a shared experience; and sharing experience is 
inconceivable without a shared physical space”

Zygmun Bauman, Modus Vivendi. Inferno e utopia del mondo liquido, 2008



a new agenda for architecture



The public space

squeezed among the financial and commercial pressure 
- which are driving the growth and the trasformation of 
the global cities - and the fear which drives the human 
relations

should become the focus of a different sustainability 
in architecture



public space and architecture

Mario De Biasi, Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II, Milano, 1950



given that the public institutions don’t have anymore the 
capacity to drive the project of the public space and its 
overall quality, some questions arise:

is it possible that architecture actively contribute to the 
enrichment of the public space? 

in which case and how architecture can give back 
something to the public domain? 

is it possible that architecture goes beyond the idea of 
being a “singular object”?



André Kertész, Champs Elysées, Paris, 1929

a possible taxonomy



when the (private) architecture mediates with the (public) 
city 

when the architecture gives back to the city some public 
space/condition 

when the architecture incorporate a city condition

when the city and architecture merge 

some criteria
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Città del Sole

Città del Sole
Restricted competition |  First prize

Client | Hines Spa
Developer | Parsitalia s.r.l.

Location | Rome, Italy
Program |Residential, offices, retail,

public library and parking
Dates | Design 2007 – 2016

Total area | 17,300 sqm 
Net floor area | 13,500 sqm
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Città del Sole

“The project relates with the existing 
urban structure”



Città del Sole

“finding continuities both in the scale, 
in the geometries and in the solid/

void relation”



Città del Sole



Library Offices Retail & Offices Residential Retail & Residential 
offices offices 

“The basic choice of the project has been to give back to 
the city the public space occupied by the buildings”
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MAST

MAST
Restricted competition | First prize

Client | Coesia Group
Location | Bologna, Italy

Program | Creche, Canteen, Wellness Centre, 
Exhibition Space, Academy, Auditorium,

Caffè, Parking
Dates | 2006-2013

Gloss floor area | 24.800 sqm 
Net floor area | 9.600 sqm







MAST

Academy
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Gallery
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“The building has been coinceived
as a micro-city”



MAST

“Where the different programs have 
been joined in one single complex 

crossed by streets and squares”



AuditoriumFoyerGallery

CITY
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Piazza Fontana

Piazza Fontana

Client | Municipality of Rozzano
Location | Rozzano, Milan

Program  | Design of new urban square
Dates  | Design 2007 – 2011

Net floor area |6.200 sqm



Piazza Fontana

A wide empty space, located in a typical 
urban periphery and used as a parking 

lot, was to be transformed in a new 
piazza:

a space flexible enough to satisfy the 
complex and multifaceted needs of the 

population, and at the same time strong 
enough to create a clear sense of place.
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Piazza Fontana
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Ferrara Modern Art Gallery



Ferrara Modern Art Gallery
Invited competition | First prize

Client | Municipality of Ferrara
Location | Ferrara, Italy

Program |Extending of the new Modern Art Gallery 
of Palazzo dei Diamanti in Ferrara

Dates | Competition: 2017

Ferrara Modern Art Gallery



Ferrara Modern Art Gallery

The new Pavillion



Ferrara Modern Art Gallery



Ferrara Modern Art Gallery

The relationship with the wall:
the detached

The relationship with the context: 
morphology and geometry

The relationship with the building:
the voids and solids system

The relationship with the time:
the unfinished



Ferrara Modern Art Gallery

The relationship with the context: 
morphology and geometry



Ferrara Modern Art Gallery

The relationship with the building:
the voids and solids system



Ferrara Modern Art Gallery

The relationship with the wall:
the detached



Ferrara Modern Art Gallery
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Ferrara Modern Art Gallery
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Ferrara Modern Art Gallery

locale tecnico
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